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User Rules
Leave No Trace Principles
These seven principles are copyrighted by The Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor
Ethics (www.lnt.org).
Plan Ahead and Prepare
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know the regulations and special concerns for the area you'll visit.
Prepare for extreme weather, hazards, and emergencies.
Schedule your trip to avoid times of high use.
Visit in small groups when possible. Consider splitting larger groups into smaller
groups.
Repackage food to minimize waste.
Use a map and compass to eliminate the use of marking paint, rock cairns or
flagging.

Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces
•
•
•

Durable surfaces include established trails and campsites, rock, gravel, dry
grasses or snow.
Protect riparian areas by camping at least 200 feet from lakes and streams.
Good campsites are found, not made. Altering a site is not necessary.
◦
In popular areas:
▪
Concentrate use on existing trails and campsites.
▪
Walk single file in the middle of the trail, even when wet or muddy.
▪
Keep campsites small. Focus activity in areas where vegetation is
absent.
▪
In pristine areas:
▪
Disperse use to prevent the creation of campsites and trails.
▪
Avoid places where impacts are just beginning.

Dispose of Waste Properly
•
•
•
•

Pack it in, pack it out. Inspect your campsite and rest areas for trash or spilled
foods. Pack out all trash, leftover food and litter.
Deposit solid human waste in catholes dug 6 to 8 inches deep, at least 200 feet
from water, camp and trails. Cover and disguise the cathole when finished.
Pack out toilet paper and hygiene products.
To wash yourself or your dishes, carry water 200 feet away from streams or lakes
and use small amounts of biodegradable soap. Scatter strained dishwater.
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Leave What you Find
•
•
•
•

Preserve the past: examine, but do not touch cultural or historic structures and
artifacts.
Leave rocks, plants and other natural objects as you find them.
Avoid introducing or transporting non-native species.
Do not build structures, furniture, or dig trenches.

Minimize Campfire Impacts
•
•
•
•

Campfires can cause lasting impacts to the backcountry. Use a lightweight stove
for cooking and enjoy a candle lantern for light.
Where fires are permitted, use established fire rings, fire pans, or mound fires.
Keep fires small. Only use sticks from the ground that can be broken by hand.
Burn all wood and coals to ash, put out campfires completely, then scatter cool
ashes.

Respect Wildlife
•
•
•
•
•

Observe wildlife from a distance. Do not follow or approach them.
Never feed animals. Feeding wildlife damages their health, alters natural
behaviors, and exposes them to predators and other dangers.
Protect wildlife and your food by storing rations and trash securely.
Control pets at all times, or leave them at home.
Avoid wildlife during sensitive times: mating, nesting, raising young, or winter.

Be Respectful of Other Visitors
•
•
•
•
•

Respect other visitors and protect the quality of their experience.
Be courteous. Yield to other users on the trail.
Step to the downhill side of the trail when encountering pack stock.
Take breaks and camp away from trails and other visitors.
Let nature's sounds prevail. Avoid loud voices and noises.

St. Lawrence County Land Use Rules
St Lawrence County has approved this list of user rules for county land, which includes
sections of the Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area (see map SVCRAmap1.jpg).
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I. Introduction
a. Except as otherwise provided, the provisions of these Rules shall apply to all persons
entering upon or using St. Lawrence County owned lands that are administered by the
Soil and Water Conservation District, including but not limited to lands designated
unique areas, reforestation areas, and multiple use areas.
b. Definitions. As used in this Chapter, the following words shall have the indicated
meanings:
1. County shall mean St. Lawrence County.
2. County Lands mean parcels owned by St. Lawrence County.
3. District shall mean St. Lawrence County Soil and Water Conservation District.
4. Person with a disability means a person with a physical impairment that
substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such person.
5. Bicycle shall mean any self-propelled vehicle.
6. Motor vehicle shall mean a device for transporting personnel, supplies or
material incorporating a motor or an engine of any type for propulsion.
7. Motorized equipment means devices not designed for transporting personnel,
supplies or material, but incorporating a motor, or an engine of any kind to
accomplish a task, such as, but not limited to, chain saws, brush saws, rotary or
other mowers, rock drills, and generators.
8. Forest Access means a road or path cleared in the forest for current or prior
logging or forest management operations.
9. A Trail is a linear progression of points laid out and specifically marked for
public use.
10. A Parking Area is a designated location for the parking, stopping, standing,
and unloading of ATVs, cars, trailers, and other motor vehicles as defined by the
Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law.
11. Camp shall mean any form of temporary shelter, including but not limited to a
tarp, tent, travel trailer, or motor vehicle used for shelter or sleeping.
12. Structure shall mean any object or improvement constructed, installed or
placed on County lands, including but not limited to trails, roads, bridges, ramps,
buildings, lean-tos, picnic tables, monuments, memorials, permanent tree stands
or permanent hunting blinds, posts, rails, handrails, steps, fences, pipelines, oil,
gas and other well structures, septic systems, fuel tanks, utility lines (including
but not limited to telephone, electric and cable), mobile homes, campers, trailers,
signs, docks and dams. Tents, campers, temporary blinds and other temporary
objects used in authorized recreational activities shall not be considered
structures for the purposes of this definition, if and when such objects are in
compliance with rules governing authorized recreational activities on County
lands.
II. Signs and Structures
a. No person shall deface, mutilate, destroy or remove any County or District sign,
structure, barrier or object.
b. No person shall fail to comply with the instructions contained on a sign erected by the
County or the District.
c. No person shall discharge firearms on County lands posted or designated as closed
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to shooting.
d. No person shall possess paint balls or paint ball guns on County lands, and no
person shall sponsor, conduct or participate in any activities associated with the
discharging of paint balls on County lands.
e. No person shall erect or post any notice or sign upon County land at any time without
prior authorization from the District.
f. No person shall erect, construct, maintain, occupy or use any structure that is affixed
to a tree by nails, screws or other means or is used, operated, accessed or reached by
methods or means which injure or damage a tree.
g. No person shall erect, construct, install, maintain, store, discard or abandon any
structure or any other property on County lands or subsequently use such structure or
property on County lands, unless the structure or property is authorized by the County
or the District or is:
1. a geocache that is labeled with the owner's name and address and installed in
a manner that does not disturb the natural conditions of the site where installed
or injure a tree;
2. a camping structure or equipment that is placed and used legally pursuant to
these Rules;
3. a legally placed trap or appurtenance that is placed on County land and used
only during a legal trapping season;
4. a tree stand or hunting blind that does not injure a tree, is legibly marked or
tagged with the owner's name and address or valid hunting or fishing license
number, and is only placed and used during big game season, migratory game
bird season, or turkey season; or
5. a wildlife viewing blind or stand that is placed for a period of time not to exceed
thirty (30) days in one location in any calendar year, does not injure a tree, and is
legibly marked or tagged with the owner's name and address or valid hunting or
fishing license number.
III. DUMPING
a. No person shall throw, dump, deposit or place or cause to be thrown, dumped,
deposited or placed on or in any County lands or structures any refuse, trash, garbage,
rubbish, litter or any nauseous or offensive matter.
b. No person shall possess or target shoot at breakable targets, including but not limited
to clay pigeons and glass containers, on County lands.
IV. Fire
a. No person shall deposit any lighted materials where they will cause fire.
b. No person shall set, light, use or maintain a fire or campfire of any kind on County
lands which are posted or designated by the County to prohibit fires, or campfires or
both. Under no circumstances are fires or campfires allowed on any forest access road,
trail or parking area on County lands.
c. No person shall set, light, use or maintain a fire or campfire or use liquid or gaseous
fuel camping stoves or lamps on County lands during periods of high fire danger
designated by the County or District.
d. No wood, except from dead and down trees or from local firewood merchants located
within a 50 mile radius and the fire site, shall be used for fuel.
e. No fires are permitted except for cooking, warmth or smudge. No fire shall be lit until
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all flammable material has been removed from the fire’s perimeter. No fires shall be left
unattended until extinguished. Fires shall be limited to 3’ in diameter.
V. Camping
a. Temporary camping is permitted on County lands; however, no improved campsites
are provided by the County.
b. Camping is prohibited within 150 feet of any road, trail, spring, stream, pond or other
body of water.
c. Areas used for temporary camping and adjacent lands must be kept in a neat, clean
and sanitary condition. Garbage must be removed from County land and properly
disposed of.
d. Any camping exceeding three days requires a permit from the County. Any tent or
other camping structure left unoccupied for more than 48 hours may be taken down or
removed by the County or the District.
VI. Trails
a. No person shall enter, remain upon or use any forest access, facility, or any other
area on County lands that are posted or designated by the County as closed to public
use.
b. No person shall cut or remove trees or saplings for the purpose of creating forest
access on areas of County lands not already cleared or constructed by the County or
District.
c. The use of toboggans, sleds, ATVs and snowmobiles on ski trails is prohibited.
d. The operation of snowmobiles and ATVs on County land is permitted only on
designated trails. ATV use is prohibited from September 27 – April 1 or later if trails are
wet. Snowmobile use is only from December 15 – March 31.
e. No person shall operate a vehicle in excess of posted speed limits on any forest
access roads, or trails within the county reforestation areas.
f. The riding, driving or leading of horses will be permitted anywhere on County lands
unless otherwise prohibited by law, regulation, posted notice or this subdivision. No
person shall ride or permit a horse on:
1. foot trails, except where such trails are part of a publicly maintained road, or
are specifically designated to allow travel by horses thereon; and
2. designated snowmobile trails and cross-country ski trails that are covered with
ice or snow.
VII. General
a. No person shall deface, remove, destroy or otherwise injure in any manner
whatsoever any tree, flower, shrub, fern, fungi or other plant organisms, moss or other
plant, rock, soil, fossil or mineral or object of archaeological or paleontological interest
found on or growing on County land, except for personal consumption or pursuant to a
permit issued by the County or the District.
b. No person shall, while on County land or waters:
1. intentionally obstruct, prevent or attempt to prevent any officers or employees
of the County or District from performing their legal duties, by means of
intimidation, physical force, interference or disobedience of any lawful order or by
means of any independently unlawful act;
2. intentionally expose the private or intimate parts of his or her body in a lewd
manner;
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3. obstruct vehicular or pedestrian traffic with intent to cause public
inconvenience, annoyance or alarm, or recklessly creating a risk thereof;
4. engage in fighting or violent, tumultuous or threatening behavior; or
5. engage in any other activity which violates the Penal Law.
c. No person under 21 years of age shall possess alcoholic beverages. Persons age 21
or over who possess alcoholic beverages must produce adequate identification and
proof of age upon demand.
d. The sale of alcoholic beverages is prohibited on all County lands except for sales by
concessionaires when such sales are provided for in concession agreements.
e. The use of County lands or any structures or improvements thereon for private
revenue-producing or commercial purposes is prohibited.
f. On County lands, no person shall sponsor, conduct or participate in any organized
event involving more than eight people and lasting more than one hour, unless
authorized by the District in advance of the event. Examples of organized events
include, but are not limited to: sponsored hikes; archery and fishing tournaments;
snowmobile, bicycle, horse and orienteering races, runs, rides or competitions
(including biathlons and triathlons); encampments; and re-enactments.
g. No person shall sponsor, conduct or participate in: weddings, advertising, commercial
film making activities or film making activities that exclude other public use of County
lands in the area, and other similar events, without first obtaining a permit from the
County.
h. No person shall use any portion of County lands for agricultural purposes, including
but not limited to the grazing of cattle or domestic animals of any kind thereon, unless
they has made arrangements with the County to do so.
i. No person shall sponsor, conduct or participate in any research project on County
lands without first obtaining permission from the County. Examples of research include,
but are not limited to wildlife population studies, collection of scientific samples,
placement of scientific instruments, seismic exploration and archaeological studies.
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Brookfield Renewable Power Land Use Policy
see attachment 7
IMBA (Int. Mtn Bike Assn) general trail rules, submitted by Ben Yandreau
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Ride Open Trails: Respect trail and road closures. Do not trespass on private
land.
Leave No Trace: Be sensitive to the dirt beneath you. Wet and muddy trails are
more vulnerable to damage than dry ones. When the trail is soft, consider other
riding options. This also means staying on existing trails and not creating new
ones. Don't cut switchbacks. Be sure to pack out at least as much as you pack in.
Control Your Bicycle: Inattention for even a moment could put yourself and
others at risk. Ride within your limits.
Yield Appropriately: Do your utmost to let your fellow trail users know you're
coming — a friendly greeting or bell ring are good methods. Try to anticipate
other trail users as you ride around corners. Bicyclists should yield to other nonmotorized trail users, unless the trail is clearly signed for bike-only travel.
Bicyclists traveling downhill should yield to ones headed uphill, unless the trail is
clearly signed for one-way or downhill-only traffic. In general, strive to make each
pass a safe and courteous one.
Never Scare Animals: Animals are easily startled by an unannounced approach,
a sudden movement or a loud noise. Give animals enough room and time to
adjust to you. When passing horses, use special care and follow directions from
the horseback riders (ask if uncertain).
Plan Ahead: Know your equipment, your ability and the area in which you are
riding and prepare accordingly. Strive to be self-sufficient: keep your equipment
in good repair and carry necessary supplies for changes in weather or other
conditions. Always wear a helmet and appropriate safety gear.

WHITEWATER USERS recommendations posted on American Whitewater website and publicized at
events:

Attention Stone Valley Paddlers and Spectators
If you are going to be boating on the Stone Valley section of the Raquette
River or watching the whitewater paddlers during the upcoming releases,
we’d like you to consider a few small requests:
•

In order to minimize impact on the ecosystem in the river corridor, please stay on
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existing trails whenever possible, and when scouting from river level, please do
your best to stay on granite surfaces.
•
To maintain a positive relationship with other users of the Stone Valley
Recreation Area, please be mindful of sharing the trails, yielding to hikers and
bikers whenever appropriate.
•
In order to maintain a good relationship with local property owners, let’s be
mindful of our use of the Lenny Road (the dirt road on river right often used to run
shuttle). Please drive respectfully and be cautious on the narrow sections of the
road. If you are going to use the lower takeout, try to use Route 56 and the
Browns Bridge Road for access. When using the lower takeout, please try to
park off the side of the road, be mindful of traffic, and consider carpooling to
minimize the number of cars at the takeout.
Emergency situations obviously call for drastic measures, but please do your best to
follow these guidelines under normal circumstances.
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Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area (SVCRA)
Project Description
The Stone Valley partners request that proposed work on land within the SVCRA
boundaries be reported to them for discussion and suggestions before pursuing acceptance from the relevant property owner(s).
1. Submission Date: __Dec. 10, 2013__
2. Name of project__O’Malley Brook Bike Trail___
3. Description of location__E. of Lenny Rd and N. of Co. Rt 58_
photos/maps attached__”SVCRAmap2.jpg”__
property owner(s) _St. Lawrence Co._
4. Contact Person(Name): _Jim Akins, St. Law. Co. Mtn. Bike Assn.
USMail Address __P O BOx 673__
_Canton NY 13617__
Phone: _386-4348_
E-mail :__akinsacres@gmail.com___
5. Person completing this form (if different from above)
John Omohundro, ADK Laurentian chapter
6. Short Description of proposed project
3.5 mi. of narrow easy and medium mountain bike trails on both sides of the
brook [O’Malley bridge project to be proposed separately]
Mountain bike trails will consist of both new single track and existing skidder
road. The single track will be designed to be ridden in either direction and the
skidder roads will be utilized as access to the single track. The single track will be
created similar to IMBA’s twist-and-turn design of trail building. (http://www.imba.com/resources/trail-building/twists-and-turns) There will also be aspects of a
“flow trail” added into the descents that will allow for both beginning riders and
seasoned riders to enjoy the same terrain.
The mountain bike trails will be mostly “easy” with a few sections that will be
“more difficult” in terms of the IMBA chart ( http://www.imba.com/resources/
maps/traildifficulty-ratings.) The nature of this trail will be curves, bench cut,
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rock surfaces, mellow descents with rollers and berms. Most obstacles will be very
small. Larger obstacles will also have an easier alternate route to allow for riders
of various ability levels to enjoy the same trail system. Rollers and berms will be
installed to provide descents with entertaining features for both new and seasoned riders. These features can also be utilized to mitigate erosion.

!

7. Estimated starting date _June 2013_
8. Estimated completion date_Dec. 2013__
9. Materials to be used (Wood, metal, stone, etc.) : __none__
10. Description of signage to be installed (per SVCRA sign guidelines, see Management
Agreement Appendix 11)
A brown and yellow entry sign on Lenny Rd.; brown and yellow loop signs with arrows; red diamond hiking trail signs on the main trail from Lenny Rd to Co. Rte
58; diamond trail markers in another color for dedicated bike sections
11. Equipment required to complete (especially machines, power tools): all hand tools
12. Estimated Cost of The Project : approx. $900 in cash, plus donated labor
proposed source of funding or supplies: $549 for rouge hoes from RRAC;
$300-400 in signs from RRAC
13. Organization of the work (coordination, reporting structure, safety/risk management)
Work will be performed by St. Lawrence Mountain Bike Association and ADK Volunteers and other individuals under the supervision of Dawn Howard, the Soil and
Water Conservation District Manager. Trail design and layout for this extension
project will be supervised by Ben Yandeau under the direction of Soil and Water.

!

Construction work on new trails will occur as sanctioned ADK events. All ADK safety protocols will be followed, including participants reading and signing the ADK
waiver. Crew leaders (Phil Bridgeman, Ben Yandeau and Mark Simon) will conduct
a safety briefing prior to all work sessions. Objective hazards such as safe working
distances between work members while swinging tools will be among topics discussed. When appropriate, helmets, gloves, and safety glasses will be worn.

14. Sustainability, or expected life use of project: __20_ years

!
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All new trail work and maintenance will be performed with the goal of 20year longevity. Rock materials will be favored over wood. If wood is used
for water bars, stairs, or other structures, then cedar, hemlock, or environmentally-friendly treated wood will be used.
Estimated annual maintenance requirements and associated cost:
Social or unapproved trails or impacts from ATV trespass will be brushed in
to mitigate further impacts to soil and vegetation.
Invasive plants along the trails will be identified and reported to Soil and
Water
Trails with erosion exceeding 4” in depth as measured with a string across
the width of the tread will receive priority for maintenance or new trail
construction.

!

Who will monitor and maintain:
Trail conditions will be monitored regularly by members of SLMBA and
brief reports periodically communicated to Soil and Water.
Equipment and supplies needed to maintain:
Hand tools and replacement signs
15. Anticipated Impacts of Project on Management Goals of Agreement; check all that
apply
_______
__xx__
_______
__xx___
_______
_______

Healthy and abundant natural resources for timber, hydropower,
and recreation
Public has access for allowed activities
High scenic values of forested landscape and river flow
Mitigate conflict among users and owners
Biological diversity, with emphasis on native species
Interpretation and protection of geologic and historic features

!
Elaborate on each impact checked above:
!

-public has access: this trail adds a significant length of dedicated bike trails to

the SVCRA while also adding additional multi-use non-motorized trail.

!

-mitigate conflict among users and owners: two conflicts could result from such
a trail: collisions of cyclists at crossings of the bike trail with the skidder log-
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ging trails, which serve other users; trail users and hunters in the fall. To mitigate the collisions, we will sign the crossings with caution and brush out unused
skidder logging trails; to mitigate conflict between hunters and other users,
we’ll mount more copies of the warning signs now in use at Stone Valley and
Red Sandstone hiking trails. Multi-use trails that may be used by equestrians
will be distinguished by signage from dedicated bike trails. The traditional hiking trails that run along the Raquette River will remain unchanged and will be
separate and discreet from mountain bike trails, meaning that they will not
have short spurs (other than the existing stair bypass) or other features catering to mountain bikers

!

16. Management Objectives of Agreement addressed by Project:
__xx___
__xx___
__xx___
_______
_______
__xx___
_______
_______

Enhance public information about SVCRA
Maintain / improve access to SVCRA and related spaces
Minimize/reduce and mitigate human impact
Increase public awareness of Leave No Trace ethics and land use policy
Enhance public safety
Deal with invasive plants
Gather and report user statistics
Promote tourism

!
Elaborate on each objective checked above:
!

public information: SLMBA intends to publicize this new trail to mountain bikers

!

improve access: this greatly expands the mileage of dedicated mountain bike
trails, and also increases the mileage of multi-use non-motorized trails.

!

human impact: Monitoring will look for erosion or spread of the narrow trail,
accumulation of trash, occurrence of social (unplanned) trails

!
!

Invasives: SLMBA trail monitoring will include identifying and reporting invasives along trail

17. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Area:

!

_______

Provision of emergency services
_______ Persons with disabilities, minorities, or elderly
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_______

Local tax base
_______ Adjacent land use (outside SVCRA)

!
Elaborate on each category checked above:
!
!

18. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Natural Resources
of the Area

!

__xx___
__xx___
_______
_______
___xx__
_______
_______
__xx__
__xx___

Soil
Vegetation, trees
Streams, rivers
Groundwater aquifers
Runoff or runoff patterns
Wetlands
Fish and wildlife
Significant habitat areas
Rare, threatened or endangered species

!
Elaborate on each category checked above:
!

soil: Erosion and water control will be created by following the principals of grade
reversals. While this area is mostly mild in gradient, where sections become
steep grade reversals will be utilized to control erosion (http://www.imba.com/resources/trail-building/easy-way-toughen-trails). Social (unplanned) trails will be
identified and brushed out to prevent expansion of trail’s impact and confuse visitors.!

!

!

soil and vegetation: Bench cuts will be dug down to mineral soil with the duff
layer removed. These cuts will have a slight camber for drainage.
Switchbacks will be brushed in to prevent hikers and other visitors from cutting
across them.
Sapling stobs (trees 3” and less in diam.) will be completely removed from the
trail rather than cutting them off (which risks tripping injury).
Run off/patterns: the trail will be kept at least eight feet from streams except
where the trail approaches O’Malley Brook to cross the bridge proposed for that
location.!

!

Habitat/rare plants: The trail will be kept to its mostly two-foot width and unplanned trails removed to minimize impact on the ground cover.!

!
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!

19. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Cultural or Historical Characteristics of the Area

!
__ Cultural or historical features
!
Elaborate on impacts:
!
NA
!
_____

20. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Pollution Potential of the Area:

!

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

potential for hazardous wastes
effects from solid waste
noise impact
air quality
motor traffic patterns and safety

!
Elaborate on each category checked:
!
NA
!

Submission of this form to the Stone Valley partners is for coordination only and does
not constitute an approval process. Applicants still must acquire written permission
of the property owner(s).

!
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Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area (SVCRA)
Project Description
The Stone Valley partners request that proposed work on land within the SVCRA
boundaries be reported to them for discussion and suggestions before pursuing acceptance from the relevant property owner(s).
1. Submission Date: ____________
2. Name of project______________
3. Description of location____________
photos/maps attached__________________
property owner(s) __________
4. Contact Person(Name): ___
USMail Address ________________________
________________________________________
Phone: _____________
E-mail :__________________________________
5. Person completing this form (if different from above)
6. Short Description of proposed project
7. Estimated starting date _________
8. Estimated completion date__________
9. Materials to be used (Wood, metal, stone, etc.) : ___________
10. Description of signage to be installed (per SVCRA sign guidelines, see Management
Agreement Appendix 11)
11. Equipment required to complete (especially machines, power tools):
12. Estimated Cost of The Project :
proposed source of funding or supplies

!
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13. Organization of the work (coordination, reporting structure, safety/risk management)
14. Sustainability, or expected life use of project: _______ years
Estimated annual maintenance requirements and associated cost:
Who will monitor and maintain:
Equipment and supplies needed to maintain:
15. Anticipated Impacts of Project on Management Goals of Agreement; check all that
apply
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

Healthy and abundant natural resources for timber, hydropower,
and recreation
Public has access for allowed activities
High scenic values of forested landscape and river flow
Mitigate conflict among users and owners
Biological diversity, with emphasis on native species
Interpretation and protection of geologic and historic features

!
Elaborate on each impact checked above:
!
!

16. Management Objectives of Agreement addressed by Project:
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

Enhance public information about SVCRA
Maintain / improve access to SVCRA and related spaces
Minimize/reduce and mitigate human impact
Increase public awareness of Leave No Trace ethics and land use policy
Enhance public safety
Deal with invasive plants
Gather and report user statistics
Promote tourism

!
Elaborate on each objective checked above:
!
!

17. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Area:

!
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_______

Provision of emergency services
_______ Persons with disabilities, minorities, or elderly
_______ Local tax base
_______ Adjacent land use (outside SVCRA)

!
Elaborate on each category checked above:
!
!

18. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Natural Resources
of the Area

!

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

Soil
Vegetation, trees
Streams, rivers
Groundwater aquifers
Runoff or runoff patterns
Wetlands
Fish and wildlife
Significant habitat areas
Rare, threatened or endangered species

!
Elaborate on each category checked above:
!
!

19. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Cultural or Historical Characteristics of the Area

!
__ Cultural or historical features
!
Elaborate on impacts:
!
_____

20. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Pollution Potential of the Area:

!

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

!

potential for hazardous wastes
effects from solid waste
noise impact
air quality
motor traffic patterns and safety
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Elaborate on each category checked:

!
!

Submission of this form to the Stone Valley partners is for coordination only and does
not constitute an approval process. Applicants still must acquire written permission
of the property owner(s).

SignageProposal

12/30/13, 3:58 PM

SVCRA signage strategy
DRAFT November 8, 2013
sign types and (general) locations
-blue diamond trail markers on foot trail, attached to trees with two stainless
fasteners not driven flush, at sight distances apart, visible both directions.
-bike trail markers?
-Red diamond markers, handled similarly, on access trails.
-brown and yellow navigation signs (arrows, “trail,” “parking,” etc.)
-white, black and red warning signs (dangers, prohibitions)
-interpretive signs, waist-high mounts, colors TBD
Strive to minimize signs on the trail itself
exceptions:
-interpretive signs at features
-directional signs, including location signs
-trail markers
Strive for a consistent look to all signage
-consistent in color, letter form, shape, size
-codes for smart phones connect to SV webpages, when available
-display property owner's logo
-display sign custodian’s logo, if different
-emergency phone number on some signs
-optimize size and siting, readable but not intrusive
-mount most signs on posts, not trees
Identify caretakers
-sign design and location approved by property owner, reviewed by partners
-a partner besides the owner might purchase, install, monitor, replace the sign
Publish this as an attachment in SVCRA Agreement
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Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area (SVCRA)
Project Description
The Stone Valley partners request that proposed work on land within the SVCRA
boundaries be reported to them for discussion and suggestions before pursuing acceptance from the relevant property owner(s).
1. Submission Date: January 23, 2014
2. Name of project: Stone Valley (SV) Whitewater Area Access Improvements

!

3. Description of location: north and south end of SV trails along river
photos/maps attached—draft final design dated June 28, 2013
property owner(s)—Most improvements are on property owned by Brookfield
Renewable Energy and the Town of Colton; however proposed directional signs
also will be on state, county and town routes
4. Contact Person(Name): Fred Hanss (grant coordinator)
US Mail Address: Village of Potsdam, Office of Planning & Development, Civic
Center, PO Box 5168, Potsdam, New York 13676
Phone: 315-265-1670 x241
E-mail: fhanss@vi.potsdam.ny.us
5. Person completing this form (if different from above): Ruth McWilliams for Town of
Colton, Mary Jane Watson for RRBC partners
6. Short Description of proposed project: (as outlined in grant documents)

!
COMPONENT 2: STONE VALLEY WHITEWATER AREA ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS
The project partners will design and construct a number of trail side facilities to meet the
needs of recreational paddlers and whitewater enthusiasts utilizing the Stone Valley whitewater area on the Raquette River in the hamlet of Colton. Proposed improvements include:

!
•
•

Construction of an ADA-compliant parking and scenic overlook on the North end of
Riverside Drive;
Development of ADA-compliant restroom facilities and changing rooms [note…location for paddler facility now proposed to be part of a recently purchased building
at 90 Main Street yet to be demolished, designed and constructed by the Town of
Colton rather than in the Colton Volunteer Fire Station on Riverside Drive];
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Installation of directional signage on State Highway 56 directing travelers to the
Stone Valley parking area and trail heads and informational signage and kiosks at
trail heads directing paddlers changing and restroom facilities and viewing locations.

7. Estimated starting date: grant awarded in 2011 / first planning meeting held in
September 2012
8. Estimated completion date: December 2015
9. Materials to be used (wood, metal, stone, etc.): overlook—wood (pressure treated
pine) and related construction materials; restroom/changing area— proposed to be
off-site but nearby in a new multi-purpose community building to be designed and
constructed; kiosks & signage—wood (pressure treated pine) and metal; parking area—
crushed stone and blacktop
10. Description of signage to be installed (per SVCRA sign guidelines, see Management
Agreement Appendix 11):
Planned signage includes the following:

✓ Main entrance sign / kiosk at trailhead on southeast end of trail system (off parking area)
✓ Three additional trailhead kiosks (modeled after prototype kiosk at Main Street &
SH56) – southwest, northeast, northwest ends of trail system
✓ Interpretive signs (modeled after Potsdam done within last 5 years)—ten
[note…will include maps, historic locations, geological features, land use rules
(including information on St. Lawrence County pilot ATV trail on northeast end),
safety and emergency messages, Leave No Trace guidance, information about invasive species plus QR codes and partner logos]
✓ Directional signs on main access roads [note…these are off-site along state highways, county routes, town roads]

!

11. Equipment required to complete (especially machines, power tools): Project
team will coordinate with Brookfield Renewable Energy staff who will be doing on-site
work
12. Estimated cost of project: Total = $163,029 (signage = $81,037; overlook =
$32,600; paddler facility (off-site) = $49,392) plus in-kind from Brookfield, Town of
Colton, Adirondack Mountain Club / Laurentian Chapter
Source of funding or supplies: New York State Department of State Local Waterfront Revitalization Program (LWRP) grant (awarded in 2011)
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13. Organization of the work (coordination, reporting structure, safety/risk management):
Coordination:

✓ For grant—Fred Hanss (with assistance from Mary Jane Watson)
✓ For Brookfield—Matthew Johnson
✓ For Town of Colton—Dennis Bulger and Ruth McWilliams

!

Reporting structure: Whitewater Parks Project Advisory Committee

!
Safety/risk management: SVCRA partners

!
14. Sustainability, or expected life use of project: 20 years
Estimated annual maintenance requirements and associated cost: Project team
will discuss with Brookfield staff and other partners
Monitoring and maintenance responsibility: Brookfield Renewable Energy (with
help from ADK / Laurentian Chapter and possibly other management partners
and user groups) plus Town of Colton (Code Enforcement, etc.), NYS Department of Environmental Conservation and other state agencies as needed
Equipment and supplies needed to maintain: To be determined by Brookfield
staff and others
15. Anticipated Impacts of Project on Management Goals of Agreement (check all that
apply)
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

!

Healthy and abundant natural resources for timber, hydropower, and recreation
Public has access for allowed activities
High scenic values of forested landscape and river flow
Harmony among users and owners
Biological diversity, with emphasis on native species
Interpretation and protection of geologic and historic features

Elaborate on each impact checked above:
➢
Proposed signage at the four trailheads and along the trails in the SVCRA should
improve visitor knowledge about and appreciation for the natural resources,
scenic values and biological diversity found in the area. The greater under-
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standing hopefully will promote a deeper desire to care for the area by following the Leave No Trace principles supported by the SVCRA partners.
Also planned interpretive signs about the geology and history of the area should
create learning opportunities for students at all levels or in any stage of life
who visit Stone Valley for more than recreational reasons.
The planned improvements should create greater harmony among users and
owners in several ways. The proposed overlook should help reduce concerns
about (and improve safety for) people with disabilities using steep and uneven
sections of the trail to see waterfalls and whitewater kayakers. Signage should
make it clearer to all about allowable uses of the trails and area for outdoor activities. And the restroom/changing facility should create a more hospitable
situation for homeowners, paddlers, spectators and all who live near, do business near, or recreate in the area.

16. Management Objectives of Agreement addressed by Project (check those that apply):
XXX Enhance public information about SVCRA
XXX Maintain / improve access to SVCRA and related spaces
XXX Minimize/reduce and mitigate human impact
XXX Increase public awareness of land use ethics and rules
XXX Enhance public safety
XXX Deal with invasive plants
___ Gather and report user statistics [note…to be done by Brookfield with management part
ners and possibly others]
XXX Promote tourism

!

Elaborate on each objective checked above:
➢
The proposed improvements directly relate to all management objectives except gathering and reporting user statistics; however there may be ways the
planned changes also could improve knowledge about users (e.g., people visiting the bathroom/changing facility, etc.).
➢
The combination of planned signs (trailhead, interpretive, safety, directional),
in particular, should enhance public information about the area, how to access
and how to use it.
➢
Also the signs should create greater knowledge about and hopefully greater respect for natural resources, including undesired invasives and what to do or not
to do about them.
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Altogether the improvements also should promote more informed use of the
area by visitors as well as residents, many of whom know very little about Stone
Valley at this time.

17. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Socioeconomic
Characteristics of the Area (check all that apply)

!

XXX
XXX
___
XXX

!

Provision of emergency services
Persons with disabilities, minorities, or elderly
Local tax base
Adjacent land use (outside SVCRA)

Elaborate on each category checked above:
➢ Planned signage will include safety messages for hikers, paddlers and other users
which complement information available on whitewater release days for kayakers and spectators. This also complements other planned emergency services
including swift water training and rescue procedures.
➢ The ADA-compliant parking area and scenic overlook near the main trailhead on
the east side of the river at the end of Riverside Drive in the hamlet of Colton
should promote outdoor enjoyment by people with disabilities.
➢ Signage and the nearby bathroom/changing facility should create greater harmony with nearby homeowners and businesses. And the improved parking areas
at and near the main trailhead coupled with signs should alleviate many parking
issues.

!

18. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Natural Resources
of the Area (check all that apply)

!

XXX
XXX
XXX
___
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

!

Soil
Vegetation, trees
Streams, rivers
Groundwater aquifers
Runoff or runoff patterns
Wetlands
Fish and wildlife
Significant habitat areas
Rare, threatened or endangered species

Elaborate on each category checked above:
➢
Proposed signage at the four trailheads and along the trails in the SVCRA should
improve visitor knowledge about and appreciation for the range of natural resources in the area. Use will need to be monitored to help ensure the area or
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specific parts of the area are not over used and the natural resources loved too
much. Signs will include the Leave No Trace principles promoted by the SVCRA
partners.
The nearby bathroom facility should promote a more hospitable situation with
users of the area having options other than the woods to relieve themselves.
Improved signage about parking and improved parking areas should help protect
soils, vegetation and other natural resources; however the situation will have to
be monitored for noncompliance and over use.

19. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Cultural or Historical Characteristics of the Area

!
XXX
!

Cultural or historical features

Elaborate on impacts:
➢
Planned interpretive signs about local history and important sites (e.g., tannery
ruins) along the trails should create a greater appreciation for the significance
of the area over time; however use will have to be monitored for changes to
historic sites and/or the development of social paths off the main trails.

!

20. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Pollution Potential
of the Area (check all that apply)

!

XXX
___
XXX
___
XXX

!

Potential for hazardous wastes
Effects from solid waste
Noise impact
Air quality
Traffic patterns and safety

Elaborate on each category checked:
➢The combination of planned improvements (e.g., signage, parking, bathroom)
should help minimize hazardous waste situations plus improve traffic patterns and
safety.
➢The river has a lot of noise associated with it already due to the waterfalls and
rapids; however the noise impact of users on nearby homeowners needs to be monitored over time.

!
!

Submission of this form to the Stone Valley partners is for coordination only and does
not constitute an approval process. Applicants still must acquire written permission
of the property owner(s).
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Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area (SVCRA)
Project Description
The Stone Valley partners request that proposed work on land within the SVCRA
boundaries be reported to them for discussion and suggestions before pursuing acceptance from the relevant property owner(s).
1. Submission Date: 12/17/13
2. Name of project: West Side Mt Bike Trail Proposal
3. Description of location: West of Racquets River and east of Brookfield Penstock
from Colton to Brown’s Bridge
See attached map
Property owner(s) Brookfield Renewable Energy
4. Contact Person (Name): James Akins
US Mail Address PO Box 673
Canton, NY 13617
Phone: 315 386 4348
E-mail :akinsacres@gmail.com
5. Person completing this form (if different from above)
6. Short Description of proposed project:
A 3.1mile of narrow beginner and intermediate mountain bike trail (single track) in a
North/South direction West of the River and East of the Brookfield Penstock. The trail
will be deigned to be ridden in either direction. The North start/end of the trail will
end near the log pile just south of the power transfer station near Brown’s Bridge.
The south end of the trail will start/end just past the walk way bridge over the penstock just north of Colton.
This mountain bike trail will consist of new single track. The single track will be designed to be ridden in either direction. This trail will be created similar to IMBA’s
twist-and-turn design of trail building (http://www.inba.com/resources/trail building/
twists and turns). There will also be aspects of a “flow trail” added into the descents
that will allow for both beginning riders and seasoned riders to enjoy the same terrain. The trail will be mostly beginner with some sections that will be intermediate in
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difficulty in terms of the IMBA trail rating chart (http://www.imba.com/resources.maps/
trail difficulty-ratings) The nature of this trail will be curves, bench cut, rock surfaces,
mellow descents with rollers and berms. Most obstacles will be very small. Larger
obstacles will also have an easier alternate route to allow for riders of various ability
levels to enjoy the same trail system. Rollers and berms will be installed to provide
descents with entertaining features for both new and experienced riders. These features can also be utilized to mitigate erosion. Bridges constructed with eco-friendly
treated lumber will cross a number of drainage creeks flowing from the penstock area
to the river.
7. Estimated starting date: June 2014
8. Estimated completion date: November 2015
9. Materials to be used (Wood, metal, stone, etc.): Pressure-treated lumber, chicken
wire, soil and rock
10. Description of signage to be installed (per SVCRA sign guidelines, see Management
Agreement Appendix 11) A brown and yellow sign at the south and north end of the
proposed trail, Mt bike trail marker (color to be determined)
11. Equipment required to complete (especially machines, power tools): hand trail
tools and gas powered chain saws (to clear large downed trees that block trail construction)
12. Estimated Cost of The Project: $1200, donated labor
Proposed source of funding or supplies: $900 from RRAC for bridge material,
$300 from RRAC for signage and trail markers
13. Organization of the work (coordination, reporting structure, safety/risk management)
Saint Lawrence County Mountain Bike Association and other individuals will perform
work. Trail design and layout for this trail project will be supervised by SLMBA with
approval from Brookfield Renewable Energy
Construction work on this trail will occur as sanctioned SLMBA trail work. All SLMBA
safety protocols as described in the IMBA: Trail Solutions manual, pub. 2004 will be
followed, including participants reading and signing the SLMBA waiver. Crew leaders
(yet to be determined) will conduct a safety briefing prior to all work sessions. Objective hazards such as safe working distances between work members while swinging
tools will be among topics discussed. When appropriate, helmets, gloves, and safety
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glasses will be worn. Chain saw use will be restricted to SLMBA members who
have completed a NYS certified chain saw safety course.

!
14. Sustainability, or expected life use of project:
All new trail work and maintenance will be performed with the goal of 20-year
longevity. Rock materials will be favored over wood. If wood is used for water bars,
stairs, or other structures, then cedar, hemlock, or environmentally friendly treated
wood will be used.

!
Estimated annual maintenance requirements and associated cost:
Social or unapproved trails or impacts from ATV trespass will be brushed in to mitigate
further impact to soil and vegetation.
Invasive plants along the trails will be indentified and reported to St Lawrence Co Soil
and Water
Trails with erosion exceeding 4’ in depth as measured with a string across the width of
the tread will receive priority for maintenance or new trail construction
Who will monitor and maintain:
Members of SLMBA and brief reports periodically communicated to Brookfield Renewable Energy will monitor trail conditions regularly.
Equipment and supplies needed to maintain:
Hand tools, replacement signs and lumber (bridge repair)
15. Anticipated Impacts of Project on Management Goals of Agreement; check all that
apply
_______

Healthy and abundant natural resources for timber, hydropower,
And recreation
_____xxx Public has access for allowed activities
_______ High scenic values of forested landscape and river flow
___xxx__ Mitigate conflict among users and owners
_______ Biological diversity, with emphasis on native species
_______ Interpretation and protection of geologic and historic features

!
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Elaborate on each impact checked above:
Public has access: this trail adds a significant length of dedicated bike trail to the
SVCRA while also adding additional multi-use non-motorized trail.
Mitigate conflict among users: one conflict could result from such a trail: collision of
cyclists at the beginning/end of the bike trail, which serve other users: tail
users such as hikers an other bikers. To mitigate collusions, SLMBA will sign the
beginning/end with caution

!
!

16. Management Objectives of Agreement addressed by Project:
__xx___
__xx___
____xx_
_______
_______
__xx___
_______
_______

!

Enhance public information about SVCRA
Maintain / improve access to SVCRA and related spaces
Minimize/reduce and mitigate human impact
Increase public awareness of Leave No Trace ethics and land use policy
Enhance public safety
Deal with invasive plants
Gather and report user statistics
Promote tourism

Elaborate on each objective checked above:
Public information: SLMBA intends to publicize this new trail to mountain bikers

!

Improve access: this greatly expands the mileage of dedicated mountain bike trails,
and also increases the mileage of multi-use non-motorized trails

!

Human impact: Monitoring will look for erosion or spread of the narrow trail, accumulation of trash, occurrence of social (unplanned) trails

!

Invasives: SLMBA trail monitoring will include identifying and reporting invasives along
the trail

!
!

17. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Area:

!

_______

Provision of emergency services
_______ Persons with disabilities, minorities, or elderly
_______ Local tax base
_______ Adjacent land use (outside SVCRA)

!

Elaborate on each category checked above:
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18. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on Natural Resources
of the Area

!

____xx_
____xx_
_______
_______
____xx_
_______
_______
____x__
____x__

!

Soil
Vegetation, trees
Streams, rivers
Groundwater aquifers
Runoff or runoff patterns
Wetlands
Fish and wildlife
Significant habitat areas
Rare, threatened or endangered species

Elaborate on each category checked above:
Soil: following the principals of grade reversals will create Erosion and water control.
While this area is mostly mild in gradient, where sections become steep grade
reversals will be utilized to control erosion
(http://www.imba.com/resources/trail-building/easy-way-toughen-trails) Social (unplanned) trails will be indentified and brushed out to prevent expansion of
trail’s impact and confuse visitors
Soil and vegetation: Bench cuts will be dug down to mineral soil with the duff layer
removed. These cuts will have a slight camber for drainage.
Switchbacks will be brushed in to prevent hikers and other visitors from cutting across
them.
Sapling stobs (trees 3” and less in diameter) will be completely removed from the
trail rather than cutting the off (which risks tripping injury)
Run off/patterns: Bridges will be built to cross the drainage creeks that flow from the
penstock area to the river
Habitat/rare plants: The trail will be kept to its mostly two-foot width and unplanned
trails removed to minimize impact on the ground cover.

!

!

19. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Cultural or Historical Characteristics of the Area

!
__ Cultural or historical features
!
Elaborate on impacts:
!
_____
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20. Anticipated Impacts of project during and after construction on
Pollution Potential of the Area:

!

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

potential for hazardous wastes
effects from solid waste
noise impact
air quality
motor traffic patterns and safety

!
Elaborate on each category checked:
!
!

Submission of this form to the Stone Valley partners is for coordination only and does
not constitute an approval process. Applicants still must acquire written permission
of the property owner(s).

WsideTrailComments

2/16/14, 7:27 AM

From: Forrest Brownell <forrest@slic.com>
Subject: Draft Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area Management Plan
Date: February 7, 2014 at 1:29:31 PM EST
To: John Omohundro <omohunjt@northnet.org>
Cc: Jim Akins <akinsacres@gmail.com>, Dan Doust
<Daniel.Daoust@brookfieldrenewable.com>, Matt Johnson
<Matthew.Johnson@brookfieldrenewable.com>, "Richard P. McDonald"
<rpmcdona@gw.dec.state.ny.us>, Walt Paul <wpaul@hughes.net>
Dr. John Omohundro
Laurentian Chapter
Adirondack Mountain Club
Dear John,
In commenting on the Draft Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area Management
Plan, I'll limit my remarks to the proposed West Side Mountain Bike Trail, as described
in Attachment 13 to the Draft Management Plan (Attachment 13 is hereinafter identified
as "Project Description"), said attachment prepared by James Akins and submitted on
December 17, 2013.
My comments address three areas in which the subject Project Description is either
incomplete or misleading, namely:
(1) The Statement of Need [absent from the Project Description, though §§15 and 16
("Anticipated Impacts of Project on Management Goals," and "Management
Objectives ... addressed by Project," respectively)] make several claims in indirect
support of the proposed mountain bike trail,
(2) The Trail Description [§6 ("Short Description")], and ...
(3) Environmental impacts [§18 ("Anticipated impacts of project during and after
construction on Natural Resources of the Area")].
Re: (1) Statement of Need
Northern St. Lawrence County already boasts networks of maintained mountain bike
trails suited to all levels of ability. Trails can be found in Donnerville and High Flats State
Forests, at Seven Springs, on the Clarkson University campus, and in the Stone Valley
Cooperative Recreation Area itself (the O'Malley Brook Bike Trail referenced in the Draft
SVCRA Management Plan). Mountain biking is also one of the intended uses of the
evolving county-wide, multi-use trail system, and many more miles of mapped and
maintained mountain bike trails lie within a couple of hours' driving distance of Canton
and Potsdam.
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That being the case, it is difficult to see how adding another mountain bike trail to the
already extensive trail network in the Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area can be
defended on either public interest or stewardship grounds, particularly in light of the
multiple adverse impacts and loss of amenity values such construction and use would
entail [see discussion of Environmental Impacts below].
As for the Management Goals and Objectives outlined in §§15 and 16 of the Project
Description, all would appear to be ad hoc justifications. None of the listed goals and
objectives is uniquely served by the construction of another mountain bike trail in the
SVCRA, and every one could be more effectively addressed by other means.
Re: (2) Trail Description
Only a poor-quality map of the proposed trail accompanies the Draft SVCRA
Management Plan, and no elevation profile is attached, so it is impossible to determine
if the "Short description" in §6 ("A 3.1 mile of [sic] narrow beginner and intermediate
mountain bike trail ... [consisting of] new single track [and] designed to be ridden in
either direction") is accurate in ANY particular. This much, however, can be said: Given
the necessity, as outlined in the Project Description, for "easier alternate routes to allow
for riders of various ability levels" and the stated design objective ("twist-and-turn"), the
cumulative length of the resulting multiple trail corridors is certain to exceed the nominal
length by a significant amount.
Furthermore, the trail width is misleadingly described as "narrow" (and elsewhere as
"mostly two-foot width"). If this were an accurate description of the planned trail, it would
preclude its use by beginners, notwithstanding the claims to the contrary made in §6
("Short description"). International Mountain Bike Association guidelines stipulate a
MINIMUM tread width of 36 inches for the Easy ("Green Circle") Trails designed to
accommodate beginning riders. A trail with a tread width of only 24 inches would be
properly classed as a "More Difficult (Blue Square) Trail," best suited to experienced
riders with at least a "moderate level of skill and fitness." It is NOT a "beginner trail."
Nor is this the only point at which the Project Description misleads as to the extent of
the proposed construction-associated disturbance. The document fails to distinguish
between tread width (the stipulated 36-inch-wide "traveled way" of a Green Circle trail,
this is also the minimum depth of a typical bench cut) and the significantly greater
corridor width (the area to be cleared of most trees, any overhanging branches, large
rocks, and other hazards.) The land surface on either side of the tread within the
corridor is also subject to backslope contouring and downslope spoil dumping. Creating
a trail suited to both beginning and intermediate riders would therefore entail clearing
and recontouring ("blending") a CORRIDOR some 7 or 8 feet wide, as well as removing
any encroaching tree limbs or overhanging vegetation to a height of 8 feet or more.
A final point: Since the trail must accommodate two-way traffic, safety and liability
considerations would dictate adding extra width in critical areas such as curves and
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descents, in order to improve sightline distances and reduce the probability of collision.
This would further increase the corridor width in these locations.
The bottom line? At MINIMUM, construction of the proposed beginner-intermediate
mountain bike trail will entail physical alteration of 2.6 acres, while the actual acreage to
be excavated, "blended," or cleared will in all likelihood be greater. This brings the
proposed West Side Mountain Bike Trail within the scope of 6 NYCRR 617.4(b)(10),
viz., "any Unlisted action, that exceeds 25 percent of any threshold in this section,
occurring wholly or partially within ... any publicly owned or operated ... recreation area,"
and consequently mandates its classification as a Type I action, subject to all the
requirements of the State Environmental Quality Review Act.
In this connection, I believe that New York State Conservation Council Specialist Walt
Paul, speaking before a public meeting in Colton, New York, on February 3, 2014,
voiced his (and the Conservation Council's) concern over the pace and scope of
recreational development in the Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area, noting that it
was "significant enough to warrant a GEIS." He then concluded his remarks by adding,
"Sometimes land gets loved to death."
Mr. Paul and I are of one mind in this matter.
Re: (3) Environmental Impacts
The Project Description's treatment of the environmental impacts attendant on the
construction of the proposed West Side Mountain Bike Trail, as embodied in §18
("Anticipated Impacts of Project"), is perfunctory at best, dwelling almost entirely on
engineering and design aspects of construction. The sole mention of other matters is an
assertion that "the trail will be kept to its mostly two-foot width and unplanned trails
removed." But the first part of this claim has already been shown to be grossly
misleading, ignoring as it does both the minimum 36-inch tread required of a beginner's
trail AND the impacts attendant on clearing and contouring operations in the 7- or 8foot-wide trail corridor. (The rehabilitation of existing "uplanned" trails is in no way
contingent on the construction of yet another trail, of course, and it would make a good
project for any interested group.)
Of even greater concern, however, is the failure of the Project Description to address
any of the adverse effects of trail construction and its subsequent round-the-clock use
(mountain biking is NOT confined to daylight hours) on:
(a) Breeding bird populations (the deeply incised terrace which the proposed trail
follows is home to many woodland warblers and a number of ground-nesting birds,
including veery and hermit thrush),
(b) Fisher and black bear (both are known to frequent the area in question),
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(c) Whitetail deer (the proposed trail traverses a number of critical wintering yards, and
though winter use of the trail by mountain bikers will be limited to "fat bike" enthusiasts
who ride machines like the Surly Pugsley, the cleared corridor is certain to attract many
skiers, snowshoers, and dog-walkers), and ...
(d) The vibrant extant community of woodland wildflowers now carpeting the forest floor
along the terrace (e.g., spring beauty, wild oats, marsh marigold, trout lily, trilliums, Jackin-the-pulpit, and pink lady's slipper orchid), not to mention the extensive fern "gardens"
in the many swales.
And that short list is far from complete. In truth, an accurate determination of the
probable adverse impacts of the construction and subsequent use of the proposed West
Side Mountain Bike Trail on this diverse and productive woodland environment would
require that a comprehensive inventory of local species first be prepared; their
distribution, nesting, and denning areas be mapped; and the stability and character of
local soils be determined by field testing at a number of sites along the corridor. To my
knowledge, none of these things has been done, and until that lapse has been
remedied, no meaningful assessment of this project's environmental impact can be
made. The permitting application embodied in Attachment 13 is therefore premature. It
has no place in the Draft Management Plan for the Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation
Area.
Sincerely yours,
Forrest Brownell
Colton, New York
cc: Mr. James Akins (St. Lawrence County Mountain Bike Association)
Mr. Dan Doust (Brookfield Renewable Energy)
Mr. Matt Johnson (Brookfield Renewable Energy)
Mr. Richard McDonald (NYS DEC, Raquette River Advisory Council)
Mr. Walt Paul (New York State Conservation Council)
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February 6, 2014

Dennis B. Bulger
Supervisor – Town of Colton
94 Main Street
Colton, NY 13625
Dawn C. Howard
Conservation District Manager
St. Lawrence County Soil and Water Conservation District
1942 Old Dekalb Road
Canton, New York 13617
Matt Johnson, Compliance Manager
Brookfield Renewable Energy Group
399 Big Bay Road
Queensbury, N.Y. 12804
Re: Comments on Stone Valley Management Plan (electronic submission only)
Dear Land Managers:
The following comments are being submitted on behalf of the Colton Dirt Dogs ATV Club Inc.
Our club is comprised of fifty outdoor enthusiasts from Colton, South Colton, and the
surrounding area, and countless more supporters who are not active members. While the
primary focus of our club is the promotion of safe and responsible motorized trail use, we are
supporters and participants in all trail sports, and avid users of the trail systems located
alongside the Raquette River.
Specific comments with the documents provided are as follows:
1. Draft Management Plan
a. Item number (7) under “Current Concerns” states:
“Motorized access. Towns of Pierrepont, Colton, and Parishville have requested
Brookfield to permit ATV access within the Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation
Area. Motor access would add economic benefit to the area, say proposers.
Currently, Brookfield Land Use Policy excludes motors from company land.

Colton Dirt Dogs ATV Club Inc.

coltondirtdogs@gmail.com

FERC and Brookfield are both concerned about safety and security issues on
that route. Other avenues to the hamlet may be explored.”
i. How can a request by three of the property owners be seen as a concern
for a group that is representing those land owners. Furthermore St.
Lawrence County has been outspoken in its support for responsible ATV
and snowmobile trail use. Therefore, can the source of this concern be
identified (i.e. who has this concern)
ii. Motorized use is clearly called out as a permissible “special use” under
Section III (B) and also Section III (G) of the Brookfield Land Use
Policy. It also specifically calls out ATV/Snowmobile trails as a
permissible special use. Literally every use that is described in the Stone
Valley Management Plan is listed as a “restricted” or “prohibited” activity
per the Brookfield Land Use Policy. This includes swimming, entering
the river bed, and mountain biking. Calling out motorized use as an
activity that is treated differently than any other activity detailed within the
Stone Valley Management Plan is completely inaccurate and
misleading. For this reason we request that Item 7 under Current
Concerns should be removed in its entirety from the Stone Valley
Management Plan.

iii. This item additionally states “FERC and Brookfield are both concerned
about safety and security issues on that route”. Is there any
documentation that validates that FERC has reviewed this issue, and in
fact deems ATV use as a concern? Furthermore, is there any
documentation that details specifically what FERC regulation is the
source of this concern, and how allowing motorized use of certain access
roads is a deviation in the current protocol in regard to security or safety?
Motorized vehicles as well as foot traffic current have no standoff distance
from the power house critical structures (you can drive a vehicle right to
the power house without a robust barrier to prohibit this action). How is
ATV or snowmobile access viewed as a deviation from the status quo?
2. Map Of Stone Valley Corporative Recreation Area
a. Have the areas that are highlighted on this map been designated as solely falling
under the jurisdiction Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area. When the
area was first designated in 1989, was this the original size of the area, or has it
changed since. What is the process for changing the footprint of the area?

Colton Dirt Dogs ATV Club Inc.
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3. Map Of Planned Trail Near O’Malley Brook
a. Why is this trail called out as a “planned trail” when it has already been
constructed? This is also called out under “planned” work in the Draft
Management Plan on page 12, yet in this section it specifically states that this
work began in June of 2013 and was completed in Dec of 2013 (which is
inaccurate).

4. Map of Plans near SE entrance in Colton
a. The portion of this map that details a “museum and paddling center” at the
Town’s fire station is outdated and needs to be revised to remove these areas
b. Is the overflow parking area shown on this map within the Stone Valley
Cooperative Recreation Area or is this the area where the Fire Department
currently parks their equipment? Has the Fire Station granted permission for this
parking area?
c. Does this map depict a walkway within the river bed? Is this not a violation of the
Brookfield Land Use Policy, and has the permitting been obtained to modify the
river bed in this fashion? Furthermore is this not a violation of the Draft
Management Plan section on protecting geological features.
d. The plan depicts a large area of trees to be cut at the entrance of the trail for a
viewing area. This area appears to be over half an acre of land to be cleared.
What was the basis for the decision that the added value of this viewing platform
was worth doing this to the natural environment?
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5. O’Malley Brook Bike Trail Project Description
a. Why is the submission date for this plan Dec 10, 2013 when construction of this
trail was substantially completed prior to October, 2013?

6. Project Description Form
a. “The Stone Valley partners request that proposed work on land within the
SVCRA boundaries be reported to them for discussion and suggestions before
pursuing acceptance from the relevant property owner(s).”
i. It is our opinion that the Stone Valley Partners to this point have not been
objective when considering the interests of all user groups. The biased
approach that has been taken is evidenced in the draft of the Stone
Valley Management Plan itself. The plan highlights a specific group of
users, including the use of photos that add no value to the plan. At the
same time, it lists other activities that are supported by the majority of the
land owners, and residents of the area as a “concern”. Thus, we feel the
request by the Stone Valley partners to have proposed work by other
groups be submitted to them for review to be completely unreasonable,
and feel this provision should be eliminated in its entirety.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Daniel J. Murphy
President and Co-Founder
Colton Dirt Dogs ATV Club Inc.

CC;
Town of Parishville (electronic copy only)
Town of Pierrepont(electronic copy only)
John Omohundro(electronic copy only)
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February 4, 2014
Matt Johnson, Compliance Manager
Brookfield Renewable Energy Group
399 Big Bay Road
Queensbury, NY 12804

!
Dawn C. Howard
Conservation District Manager
St. Lawrence County Soil and Water Conservation District
1942 Old Dekalb Road
Canton, NY 13617

!
Re: Comments on Stone Valley Management Plan

!
Dear Land Managers,

!
The following comments are offered after review of the draft plan submitted by the
proposed management partners and attendance at last nights presentation meeting:
1. The opening paragraph of the plan states that the purpose was to coordinate
among multiple owners, managers and users with enjoyment by all. While stated,
this does not appear to be true throughout the entire document. The discrimination
against motorized access and use is prevalent within all aspects of this plan. The
authors have been aware for quite some time that a community connector trail has
been desired in this area by residents of Colton, Pierrepont and Parishville as
evidenced by numerous public conversations and correspondence dated August
2013 from these communities to Brookfield. Motorized access had been allowed
by Niagara Mohawk since before the SVCRA 1989 dedication until
approximately 2007 when Brookfield disallowed utilizing the penstock trail under
“special use” as a community connector. This point was reiterated and shown as

an obvious bias towards these user groups in the plan and at the meeting. Also,
during this time period there was never a recorded safety or security issue relative
to the penstock trail.

!
2. The original SVCRA did not include property owned by Parishville or Pierrepont
and the original footprint was not as large as shown by the maps attached to the
current plan. This is verified by original documents and correspondence from
Saratoga Associates. Any type of land management plan typically includes
defined boundaries as well as a detailed inventory of assets, notable features and
current improvements as a basis for potential design and/or use changes.
Proposed improvements or changes to the property where economic and
environmental impacts will occur should be addressed in an approved format as
well. The plan does not include these basic components.

!
As owners and managers of this beautiful and unique property I ask that you reject this
plan until a more balanced and objective plan can be formulated utilizing all affected
user groups and participants without bias.

!
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
Respectfully submitted,
Schyler J. Shea
Colton, NY
cc: Town of Colton
Town of Parishville
Town of Pierrepont

SVCRA PUBLIC MEETING
NOTES
FEBRUARY 3, 2014

!

MOTORIZED USE COMMENTS:
Didn’t See snowmobiles or ATVs mentioned. I’m not very impressed. – Guy from Parishville
ATV Club
No inclusion for motorized sports and need for community connections - Schuyler Shea. (Dan
Doust explained that this is a corporate and FERC health and safety issue).
What is the difference between mountain bikes and ATVs/snowmobiles? In the original plan
biking was not an issue so why is it coming up now? Deb Christie
Pipeline service road was used until 2006 without any issues. Danny Collins (Dan Doust
explained again about health and safety issue, FERC changed rules after 9/11, this is primary
road for service, concern about anchor blocks on penstock, speed limit, increased maintenance of
the road).
Father worked for NiMo for 45 years and a lot of people used the penstock for years. Never had
any issues, even doodlebugs used the penstock road. NiMo was a friendly company and now
people want to change things. This was a great trail for years. He wants to know who to speak
to to get permission and will give them a history of use. He worked as a subcontractor for
maintenance of these roads for years. Now there are gates that people tear up. If the roads were
open, this wouldn’t happen. (John Omohundro explained that the utility companies set the rules
on their land).
Asked of John O – What do you have to do with this? Danny Collins. (John O. explained ADK
manages the trail system).
Has any research ever been done about motorized trails in SVCRA? Schuyler Shea (John O.
explained that the penstock road was the only place that it had come up). Schuyler replied that
as stewards of Stone Valley, ADK should have researched this.
Brookfield regs reference ATV and snowmobile use in special circumstances. Why wasn’t
motorized use included in the plan when local groups want it? – Schuyler Shea
Dawn Howard – In 2007 SLC Legislature passed local law banning motorized use in SVCRA on
county forest parcels along Lenny Road. Deb Christie said that the Trails Board requested this to
give the east side to the hikers and keep the west side for motorized use.
Walt Paul reviewed his extensive list of comments for the group arguing that this straw group
was trying to usurp the authority of RRAC. Brookfield cannot do anything without RRAC
approval. He is skeptical and cautious about groups such as the Stone Valley partners.
Alex McKinnon representing District 4, a 20+ year member of SLC Legislature, is very
interested in recreational use of county forest lands. He is very concerned about the east side of
the Lenny Road. He recapped history of the pilot trail near Browns Bridge. He mentioned that
the SLC Legislature may have to rescind their local law banning motorized use on Lenny Road
county parcels.
ATV groups are being excluded from certain areas. If can’t use penstock road, Lenny Road
would need to opened up. If ATVers have trails they will stay on the trail and obey the rules. We
!1

need to be partners, not adversaries. Now snowmobilers stay on the trails. Art Wilson,
Parishville ATV Club
Three towns wrote letters to Brookfield to open up penstock road. Parishville ATV club
monitors their trails every day. If Lenny Road opened, there would be far less trash on county
forest lands since it would be monitored by ATV riders. – Deb Christie
ATV access is need for economic growth – Ron Robert
Been running the penstock road for 50 years meeting 30-40 going in each direction. Never had
any problems and they picked up the garbage. Sharing the area would be good for everyone—
Dahl McCormick, Pierrepont Town Board
The Red Sandstone Trail got closed to motorized use after it had been used for years by locals for
years. The kids started using the roads. Sandstone trail is now just for walking. People moved
in and pushed the natives out of the way. He then inquired where John O. came from. Danny
Collins
Seniors used side by sides since cannot walk like they used to. Need to have community
connectors. Will travel at 20-25 mph. They want to get out enjoy nature before they die. Art
Wilson
Wants to know how ATVs and side by sides can get closer to the river. Danny Collins
There are definitely user group conflicts here and they need to talk. Need a community
connector. Doesn’t take a genius to do an Article 78. He could do one tomorrow against the
Stone Valley partners tomorrow. Walt Paul
Whitewater paddlers now work in a productive relationship with ADK. They work together to
better manage the resource. Phil LaMarche – American Whitewater
SLC is a economically distressed area. ATVs or UTVs cost around $12,000, that’s 8% sales tax
for SLC. Art Wilson
Kuno, gas supplier, has not fixed Boyce’s non-ethanol gas pump because of low volume of sales.
If more ATV/snowmobile use in South Colton, those pumps would get fixed. Deb has called
Kuno about this. Deb Christie

!
!

OTHER COMMENTS:
Cyndy McLean – how much clear cutting? Concern about taking away from a pristine area.
Requested that a minimum of trees be cut. Does LNT include provisions for trash removal and
how is trash managed? (Mark Simon explained fall clean up and that most of illegal dumping
occurs along the Lenny Road near the transfer station. Illegal dumping includes washing
machines, 15-20 tires, couch, party area, steel belts from burned tires. The actual garbage along
the hiking trails is minimal. Labor Day weekend there was a trespass issue at the kayak takeout.
Most of the trash is where area is not gated).
John O explained that this group consists of partners and has no impact on individual property
owners. This group has no authority. Other than the mountain bikers there has been no proposal
for the owners to change the use of their land.
SLC is working with Clarkson University to develop an economic review of portions of the
Multi-Use Trail to determine the potential economic impact of the trail system. Clarkson did a
good job with the economic study of the bass tournament. Alex McKinnon
!2

Volunteered use of SLC GPS folks to determine length and location of existing trails – Alex
McKinnon

!3
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SVCRA PUBLIC MEETING – FEBRUARY 3, 2014 (7pm)
Comments As Captured on Flipchart Paper, then Summarized by Ruth McWilliams

Cyndy McLean
Observation deck…how much clear cutting to be done? Want to minimize number of trees taken
out.
Dan D—don’t believe much (see map)

!

Schyler Shea
Maps / no inclusion of motorized vehicles…overlooked or otherwise?
John O – considered a few meetings ago
Dan D – issue with corporation and FERC (health and safety issues)

!

Deb Christy
Mountain bike trail / different between mountain bike and ATVs or snowmobiles? Why mountain
bike trail added?
Dan D – believe mountain bike trail is away from the penstock
John O – current land use policy of Brookfield doesn’t mention bicycles
Deb C – used until 2006
John O – 2001 changed rules; FERC has changed rules
Cyndy M – too close to penstock?
Dan D – security and health/safety issue…primary road, speed, concrete anchor blocks
Danny Collins – know regulations have changed...doodlebug, horseback riding,
motorized vehicles, etc. ran penstock. Who do I give history?
Dan D – Brookfield contacts

!

Art Wilson
If unsafe for snowmobiles and ATVs, then unsafe for mountain bikers?
John O – current plan takes into account the landowner land use rules

!

Cyndy McLean
Trash / recepticles?
Mark Simon – annual clean-up / trash from primarily along Lenny Road; other hot spot
along county forest land…trash from parties; Brookfield property…not as much (Labor
Day weekend)
Ruth McWilliams – town’s Tourism & Beautification Committee clean-up on whitewater
release days

!

Schyler Shea
Connector trail?
John O – looked at penstock trail only; accepted land use regulations
Dan D – special purpose / didn’t look at different alternatives
!1

!

Dawn Howard – discussed / lots of concern…2007 local law (5 parcels / 2 locations);
volume of hiking
Deb C – trails advisory board / wanted multi-use…west side for hikers; east side…
penstock / buffer…noise, etc.
John O – nothing about agreement has impact on landowners – existing property owners
and regulations

Walt Paul
Written comments / NYS Conservation Council…giving to John Omohundro
More technical review…not looking for comments back; see comments – e.g., recreational views
/ biases…process should be facilitated by landowners; Brookfield…RRAC process? Use of
ADK website…use of it vs. landowners? Planned work…mountain bike trail, whitewater access
improvements? GEIS…at what point is it needed (loved to death)?
John O – not altering authority structure / advisory...multiple owners, multiple users;
changes about resource…environmental impacts? Procedures borrowed from county /
some ideas about impacts and environmental review
Walt P – total number of miles of trails by uses? Need to understand build out / actual
mileage figures

!

Alex MacKinnon (Board of Legislators / District 4)
Recreational Trail Advisory Board—county reforestation areas primarily; hiring of trail
coordinator (Deb Christy) was only expansion of government; east side of Lenny Road; pilot
ATV road…area as access to Colton; local law passed not allowing motorized vehicles; Dawn
Howard (Soil & Water Conservation District) provides forestry services; ATV people and
equipment to clean trails…wouldn’t it have been better to open for cleanliness and management?
Access to equipment, grant funds…use in a variety of ways; Gates…heavy, requiring significant
construction to install; Pilot trails…people dedicated or paid to do work; Various user groups
stay out of each other’s ways; County highway department help
Mark Simon – most of material has been removed
Alex M – EIS on county re-forestation land…manage them forever; different trails /
different signs; trail management…development, design, location

!

Cyndy McLean
What is issue?
Alex M – bad in past; up to them to prove it can be better
Denny Bulger – are you suggesting rescinding county law?
Alex M – trails…bad examples of mud; possibly getting better; want to work with power
company / build bridge; county trail committee…Tom Ortmyer left

!

Cyndy McLean
ATV issues in past?
Dawn H – problems on county land / neighborhood kids tearing things up
!2

!

Deb C – 2006 county trails advisory board of users / all users represented; good portal for
user groups…Stone Valley group? Remains from dogs and humans

Art Wilson
13 parcels / 12 with ATVs; all welcome; feel excluded from certain areas…community connector
through penstock or else Lenny Road
Deb C – letter from 3 communities to Brookfield / all want access to Colton community

!

Deb Christy
County parcels cleaned up / ATV clubs…clean and monitor; report to Dawn and Deb…
stewardship is important

!

Dahl McCormick
Running penstock in past…30 or 40 running at a time; no accidents, carried in and out; like to
see area shared

!

Danny Collins
1998 ice storm hit hard / kids road on highways with trails closed; Colton lawsuit on Stark
Road…individuals; signs and gates; people moving into the area pushed natives out

!

Art Wilson
People used to go where they wanted to go; now stay on trails and make sure people understand
private landowners and rules

!

Danny Collins
Lenny / O’Malley Brook Road…how managed? Your feelings?
Mark S – Bob Scott / dump truck and other equipment
John O – respect founders’ wishes…power authority and Lew Weeks; willing to dialogue
with snowmobilers and ATVers

!

Art Wilson
Side-by-sides…many elderly cannot walk like they used to…their form of recreation on county
parcel; Parishville to Benson Road to Hannawa Falls…community connectors

!

Cyndy McLean
Economic possibilities…eat and buy at local stores?
Alex M – Clarkson University…economic review of portions of trail; grand opening on
May 31st? Bass tournament experience…mountain bike regatta like bass tournament?
Phil LaMarche – reporting to county on whitewater project
Ruth M – economic / market feasibility being done as part of whitewater project
Deb C – trails advisory board would like to hear about the project

!

Mark Simon
!3

Management plan not new…update to 1997 plan; Stone Valley trails…get owners talking and
looking at trail system as a whole; sanctioned mountain bike trail on county land…look at before
proceeding on west side; mileage is not GPS’d; rising use but don’t know by how much
Alex M – county has sophisticated GPS equipment
John O – whitewater…most traffic is spectators

!

Danny Collins
ATVs down to watch whitewater rafting; photos of cars down by river…gate down; trucks down
by Bob Scotts; ATV tracks?
Ruth M – whitewater kayaking, not rafting (expert kayakers)
Mark S – photos? Hoopey Toopey (sp?) road…closed by Brookfield; ATV tracks…
reported as such

!

Walt Paul
State level…conflicts, ideological biases; DEC is bringing groups together; user group conflict at
Stone Valley…not going away; if community connector is desired, then need to sit down;
adversarial to productive relationships

!

Phil LaMarche
Lot of impact questions…traffic problems, behavior problems; “policing” people I represent…
worked with Mark and others about parking, use of trails, etc.
Art W – we use “police” word too…county is economically depressed; cost of ATVs,
trailer, registration, etc….revenue to be gotten

!

Deb Christy
Non-ethanol gas at Boyce’s / Kunoco not getting to it; need more volume

!
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To: Stone Valley Cooperative Recreation Area informal partners discussion
group!
From: John Omohundro and Mark Simon, Adirondack Mountain Club
Laurentian Chapter representatives to the partners!
Re: Proposed Items for inclusion in future drafts of Agreement!
Date: March 30, 2014!

!

As the partners do not intend to meet regularly for awhile, and as Mark and
I felt some items ought to be included to more fully reflect our group’s
discussions, we propose that the next time the group does meet, we
consider adding two items to “Concerns,” to wit:!

!

7. Motorized access. Elsewhere in the Agreement is reported a request for
motors, so here are listed some concerns raised during discussions about
motors in the recreation area. SVCRA was envisioned from its beginning, in
the 1980s, by the organizers (DEC, ADK, SLC) as a rec area for nonmotorized use. Since 2007 the county has excluded motors from its parcels
in the rec area. Brookfield Renewable’s current land use policy permits
motors in special cases only, but since 2001, under pressure from FERC, it
has excluded motor access for security and safety reasons. Unauthorized
motor access over the years has increased trash problems for trail
stewards. Coping with potential user conflicts (horses, bikes, walkers, dogs,
boaters) already pose a planning challenge so some of us are hesitant to
increase those. !

!

8. Boundaries. As the group develops planning maps, it has encountered
uncertainty about the boundaries of the recreation area. Historically, Stone
Valley brochure maps have always included all Brookfield lands in the
region between the hamlet of Colton and Brown’s Bridge. We request that
Brookfield clarify for us which lands they intend to define as within the rec
area. Similarly, the Lenney Road runs through SVCRA parcels. Shall we
define it in, or out, of the recreation area? We assume that the owners (the
Towns of Pierrepont, Parishville, and Colton) would make that
determination.

